Three-channel Lissajous' trajectory of the binaural interaction components of human auditory middle-latency evoked potentials.
Three-channel Lissajous' trajectories (3-CLTs) of the binaural interaction component (BI) of auditory middle latency evoked potentials (AMLEPs) were derived from 14 normally hearing adults by subtracting the response to binaural clicks from the algebraic sum of monaural responses. AMLEPs were recorded in response to 65 dB nHL, rarefaction clicks, presented at a rate of 3.3/s. A normative set of BI 3-CLT measures was calculated and compared with the corresponding measures of simultaneously recorded, single-channel vertex-left mastoid and vertex-neck derivations of BI and of AMLEP to binaural stimulation (B). 3-CLT measures included: apex latency, amplitude and orientation, as well as planar segment duration, orientation, size and shape. The results showed seven main apices and associated planar segments ('Be', 'Bf', 'Bg', 'Bh', 'Bi1', 'Bi2' and 'Bj') in the 3-CLT of BI. Apex latencies of the BI 3-CLT were comparable to peak latencies of the vertex-left mastoid and vertex-neck AMLEP and BI records, both in their absolute values and in intersubject variability. Durations of BI planar segments were approximately 5.0 ms. Apex amplitudes of BI 3-CLT were larger than the respective peak amplitudes of the vertex-mastoid and vertex-neck BI records, while their intersubject variabilities were comparable. The lateralization of BI components may indicate asymmetric processing of binaural auditory input, or may be connected with anatomical asymmetry such as skull thickness. Preliminary analyses did not reveal a clear correlation between the lateralization of the BI component 'Bi2' and the handedness of the subject. We suggest that BI components of AMLEP may be associated with the primary auditory cortex and subcortical ascending structures.